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Help! My Monsters Are On The Loose!: A Where's Wally Style Book
For 2 4 Year Olds
UH OH! There's a MONSTER in YOUR book! Shake, wiggle, and tickle the monster out in this interactive bedtime read-aloud that
launched the Who's In Your Book series--and is perfect for a spooktacular gift this Halloween! With the irresistible pull of Hervé
Tullet's Press Here and the charm of The Monster at the End of This Book, this inviting and interactive read-aloud will have kids
tilting, spinning, and shaking the book to get the adorable little monster out! That's right! He's out of the book . . . and in their room
somewhere. OH-NO!! Bestselling author and musician Tom Fletcher and illustrator Greg Abbott have created a monster that readers
will fall in love with--and want to play with--again and again! It will get your own little monster tuckered out and snuggled in! Don't
miss a single story in the Who's In Your Book series! * There's a Monster In Your Book * There's a Dragon In Your Book * There's
an Elf In Your Book * There's an Alien in Your Book ...and more books to come! Children's Choice Award Honor Book (K-2nd
grade) "Playful, engaging, and full of opportunities for empathy--a raucous storytime hit." --Kirkus Reviews
A counting book in which a little monster's birthday party gets out of control.
A step-by-step manual designed to help parents cope with children's fears; Monsters Under the Bed and Other Childhood Fears
discusses common fears, how to respond to childhood anxieties, and other ways to deal with frightened children. “With the culture
getting scarier and parents getting busier, there is a growing need to help parents understand and cope with childhood fears. This
thoughtful and practical work fulfills that need extraordinarily well.”—Stan and Jan Berenstain, authors of The Berenstain Bears
children's book series This book is about how to respond to your child's fears. Most children experience fears of the dark, strangers,
unidentified noises, and numerous other things for a short time and then they pass. By supporting your child and filling in the gaps in
her knowledge, you can minimize most of the normal childhood fears many children experience. By preparing your child in advance
for the new situations she must meet, you may be able to avoid new fears.—From the Introduction Praise for Monsters Under the Bed
“The authors of Monsters Under the Bed have created a great resource for parents to help their children. The fun parti s that some of
the basic wisdom in this book may also apply when the occasional wayward monster slips under an adult bed.”—Sheryl Leach,
president of The Lyons Group, creator of Barney “Fears often annoy, disturb, and sometimes even prevent a child from enjoying
childhood. At no time are fears a laughing matter. This book offers parents a variety of clever suggestions on how to help their child
'slay' the ubiquitous monsters that lurk under the bed, in the hall, and outside the window. Today's concerned but busy parents will
appreciate the straightforward yet family-oriented language of this book.”—Ted Ayllon, Ph.D., professor of psychology and special
education, Georgia State University; author, with Mori Freed, of Stopping Baby's Colic
She tucks me tightly into bed, then asks me id my spider's fed and hangs my favorite bat above me. That's how I know my mama
loves me! At once tender and funny, this monster bedtime story is guaranteed to generate giggles, tickles, and plenty of monster hugs.
Monsters in My Mind
Help! My Dinosaurs are Lost in the City!.
No More Monsters Under Your Bed!
How to Tame My Anxiety Monster
Be Mindful of Monsters
Help Kids Overcome Their Fears
Discusses how to develop and maintain healthy self-esteem and a positive attitude.
Ada Hoffmann's MONSTERS IN MY MIND anthologizes 49 pieces of the author's speculative
fiction and poetry published between 2010 and 2017, including ten new, never-before-seen
pieces. The author's range is on full display in this collection: the 49 works alternate among
traditional short stories, flash fiction, microfiction, poetry, and prose poems, creating a
rhythm and flow to the collection as a whole and uniting stories with otherwise multitudinous
and divergent content. Much of the work is suitable for readers of all ages, although it is
worth noting that several stories deal frankly with issues of gender, queerness, sexuality,
grief, and loss. Every piece in the collection constructs an immediate and effortless world
whose rules are self-evident, although rarely explicit, plunging the reader again and again
into an ever-expanding literary multiverse. When it comes to themes, MONSTERS IN MY MIND
spans the speculative fiction universe, demonstrating that the genre itself is bound only by
the limits of the human imagination, and that its "raw materials" continually reemerge, shift,
act, and process in ways few can articulate. The collection is not merely "weird," as so much
speculative fiction is; it is weird in the best ways, weird in the service of, and underscoring
the true expansive potential of, the human. By exploring deeply human experiences like loss,
grief, duty, love, courage, and loneliness within the context of parallel universes, fantasy
quests, reimagined fairytales, near-sentient AI, velociraptors, and the occasional cephalopod,
the collection creates a form of access for the reader: a way to approach, understand, and
even befriend the monsters in one's own mind through the exploration of worlds that are
vividly different, yet achingly familiar. The collection is essential reading for anyone
interested in speculative fiction, the shifting boundaries of more "traditional" science fiction
and fantasy genres, queer theory, or monster studies.
A story to help kids overcome their fears, because sometimes it's more than just the monster
under the bed "This is a great way to start talking to young children about their fears and the
monsters they become in their imaginations." —Kirkus Reviews From noisy dogs behind gates
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to thunderous storms that seem scarier than they are, this clever story encourages children
to take control of their fears, grown monstrous in their imaginations. By giving them names
and turning fears into friends, My Monster Friends and Me guides children into healthier
mindsets on how to deal with their worries and anxiety, issues all kids face. When I was
young, I had many fears, Like darkness or storms in the sky. But then I learned when you
meet your monsters, You can make them friends if you try!
Even Monsters Get Scared*******************************Once I told my monster a secret I had,
I'm afraid of the dark, it makes me quite sad. The shadows and sounds scare me a lot, Was
that an alien? I hope it was not
A Literal Tale for Parents and Their Monsters
You're Not My Monster!
To the Monsters of My Past
What To Do About Your Monsters
Don't Feed the Monster on Tuesdays!
My Monster Mama Loves Me So
Don't be scared Mom and Dad. Mr. Sam's monsters are friendly. Take a reading journey with your child
through Monk's world where all sorts of happy-go-lucky characters hang out. Pursuing his lifelong
passion to be an author, Mr. Sam - a.k.a. Sam Ward - has put together one of the most innovative and
engaging reading books of our time. His creative approach to beginning reading is matched by his
dynamic illustration ability. This is not a traditional ABC book. A few years ago, the author's son was
diagnosed with a language disability. The writing of this book is an attempt to understand and
communicate with him. The process led down a path of discovery of tools that can benefit all beginning
readers.
Get ready to wander through the forest, meet five special little monsters, and discover lots of forest
friends along the way. Enchanting illustrations, fantastic pop-ups, and surprise flaps ensure this
monster board book will delight and excite preschoolers. Watch Millie the monster show off her building
skills and make a magnificent den in the forest, then take a peek behind the flaps to find out how her
animal friends build cozy homes of their own. Meet Marvin the monster as he faces his fear of the dark,
learns about the moon, and discovers amazing animals that come out at night. Follow the splish-splash
sounds to meet Thunder the monster jumping in muddy puddles; he's loud and lively and loves exploring
the forest and finding out how the rain helps the trees and flowers grow big and strong. With factfilled read-aloud text that builds knowledge of nature, as well as introducing children to a world of
adorable monster characters to love and learn about, young children will love turning the pages and
journeying through the natural world with their new monster friends. I Love My Monster is the perfect
way to teach children about nature and how each of us is special in our own way. It is part of a series
of early learning pop-up books, each one about something children adore.
Is your toddler afraid of monsters in the dark? Countless bedtimes have been ruined by a suspect fuzzy
beast under the bed, a hideous rhinoceros in the closet, a phalanx of flesh-eating roaches slowly
making their way across the ceiling, and the pinnacle of all fears: THE CLOSET MONSTER. Monsters Are
Not Real is a humorous picture book about a little girl who is afraid of monsters. She imagines that
the scary creatures lurk around every corner and hide in different parts of the house. A funny
coincidence with her dad and big brother in the kitchen shows her that monsters are, in fact, not real.
This book is a great tool for parents to help overcome children's fear of the dark in a fun and light
way. It is also a perfect story for kids who have trouble sleeping at night because they are afraid of
monsters. Get it NOW and help your kids to sleep well at night.
In Are You My Monster?, the monster-loving boy from I Need My Monster tries to find his monster. He
compares his drawing—showing a green monster with a long tail, pointy nails, and big teeth—with an
assortment of amusing monsters, until he finds the perfect match. This turns out to be his beloved
STUFFED monster toy. Children will love comparing colors, checking if tails are long or short, if nails
are pointy or round, if teeth are big or small until they, too, find the monster who is a perfect
match.
Love You to Pieces, Beautiful Monster
Help Kids Overcome Their Fears.
Even Monsters Get Scared
A Monster Calls
The Monsters Inside
A Fun Seek and Find Book for 2-4 Year Olds
A unique monster-under-the-bed story with the perfect balance of giggles and shivers, this picture book relies
on the power of humor over fear, appeals to a child's love for creatures both alarming and absurd, and
glorifies the scope of a child's imagination. One night, when Ethan checks under his bed for his monster,
Gabe, he finds a note from him instead: "Gone fishing. Back in a week." Ethan knows that without Gabe's
familiar nightly scares he doesn't stand a chance of getting to sleep, so Ethan interviews potential substitutes
to see if they've got the right equipment for the job—pointy teeth, sharp claws, and a long tail—but none of
them proves scary enough for Ethan. When Gabe returns sooner than expected from his fishing trip, Ethan is
thrilled. It turns out that Gabe didn't enjoy fishing because the fish scared too easily. Scholastic Book Club
Selection Winner of 6 state awards: Alabama Camellia Award (2010-2011), Arizona Grand Canyon Reader
Award (2011), California Young Readers Medal (2011-12), Georgia Picture Storybook Award (2011-12), Nevada
Young Reader Award (2011-12), Virginia Reader's Choice Primary Award (2012-13) Included on 5 other state
award lists: Mississippi Magnolia Children's Choice Award list (2012-13), Nebraska Golden Sower Award list
(2011-12), South Dakota Prairie Bud Award list (2011-12), Washington Children's Choice Book Award list
(2010-2011), Wyoming Buckaroo Award list (2011-12) Additionally, these regional awards lists: Connecticut
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Charter Oak Children's Book Award list (2011-12), Iowa Regional Goldfinch Award Winner (2009-10)
Storytelling World Award Honor Book 2010
Vampires and werewolves and zombies—oh my! It's a monster invasion, and the stinky-smelling creatures are
destroying Wally's peaceful little town. They scare the kids, knock over the lampposts, and make a mess of
everything. And no one can stop them—until, fed up, Wally says . . . the magic word, "PLEASE." Learning good
manners has never been as monstrously fun!
Large Print�s increased font size and wider line spacing maximizes reading legibility, and has been proven to
advance comprehension, improve fluency, reduce eye fatigue, and boost engagement in young readers of all
abilities, especially struggling, reluctant, and striving readers.
14 dragons are playing hide and seek. I wonder where they've got to, let's take a peek! In this fun, find the
dragon puzzle game, you'll travel through a funfair, a beach, a street carnival, a snowy ski resort and many
more locations in the search for some lovable (and possibly slightly scary) reptiles who've gone missing. See if
you can find Luna, Firebolt and Sting - and don't forget Nessie along the way! A great book for 2-4 year olds.
For the kids who like Where's Wally/Waldo books but find the puzzles a little tricky. This book is printed by
Amazon using 60-pound smooth bright offset white paper. While many children's books are printed this way,
some may be expecting a satin-style finish. Please take this into consideration before purchasing. Thank you.
A Book about Feeling All Your Feelings and Then Watching Them Go
Are You My Monster?
Monk's Monster House
Monster on the Hill (Expanded Edition)
A Fun Where's Wally Style Book for 2-4 Year Olds
Monsters Under the Bed and Other Childhood Fears

When Ethan looks under the bed for his monster, he finds this note instead: "So long,
kid. Gotta go. Someone needs me more than you do. –Gabe" How will Ethan ever get to sleep
without his monster's familiar, comforting snorts? And who could need Gabe more than
Ethan does? Gabe must have gone to Ethan's little sister's room! She has been climbing
out of bed every night to play, and obviously needs a monster to help her get to sleep –
but not HIS monster! Ethan tries to help his sister find her own monster, but none are
the perfect blend of cute and creepy. Just when it seems that Ethan will lose his monster
forever, an uninvited, tutu-toting little monster full of frightening fun appears.
Following in the spooky-silly tradition of I Need My Monster, here's another irresistible
monster-under-the-bed story with the perfect balance of giggles and shivers.
Invite young readers to practice counting to twenty while helping a small boy search the
city for his pet dragon.
Are your kids too afraid of monsters to fall asleep at night? This whimsical book and its
magical no-more-monsters patch could solve ALL of their problems! This charmingly
illustrated picture book will have little ones giggling all the way to bedtime! Kids and
adults alike will love the goofy, adorable, not-too-spooky monsters, and the socially
positive messages about sharing and conquering your fears--even if you need the help of a
little magic to do it! And best of all--every book comes with a FREE interactive no-moremonsters patch that kids can attach to their own pajamas and use to scare off their
monsters, too.
Do you have monsters inside you? Jack does. They always want to come out whenever he gets
angry or upset. What can Jack do to stop his monsters from ruining his day? Featuring
rhyming verse and fantastic illustrations, The Monsters Inside will help your little
monsters to manage their big feelings. A Beautifully Illustrated, thirty-two page,
Children's Picture Book, for children aged 2- 7 years. The Monsters Inside follows a day
in the life of a little boy named Jack as he explores and develops a technique, to help
him rid of the monsters that make him sad, mad, annoyed and frustrated. The breathing
technique that is offered throughout the story, is one that we use as adults to manage
these same emotions. The rhythmic value of the book, makes it easy for children to read
along and remember what to do when these situations arise; throughout their early
childhood development. The story is delivered through a relatable and strong rhythmic
text and is very easy for children to comprehend. A must read for all children.
An Interactive Picture Book about Being Afraid
Monsters Are Not Real
Help! My Dragons Have Escaped!
Help! I Need My Superheroes!
How I Met My Monster
Helping Your Child Overcome Anxieties, Fears, and Phobias

This book is a young girl's heartbreak diary. Written over the course of five years, it marks the life-altering circumstances
that led Crews to find solace through writing. By publishing this work, she hopes to give words to emotions and experiences
others have been through yet often go undiscussed. "To The Monsters of My Past" is a story, told in verse, of the struggles,
heartbreaks, losses, and triumphs that Crews comes to appreciate as she moves on by leaving her pain on the page.
How To Tame My Anxiety Monster is about a child with a monster that no one else can see but him. He doesn't like when his
monster comes around because it makes his stomach hurt, or makes it hard to concentrate or sleep. It makes him feel lots
of other upsetting and uncomfortable things as well. He decided to talk to his parents about it and his mom told him that
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she had one too. He learned that his monster's name was Anxiety. Throughout the book the child talks about the ways that
he can tame his anxiety monster. He can play sports, do yoga, art, or talk to a therapist to help calm him among other
things. He then discovers the good ways that his anxiety monster can help him; during a test, a report, or riding a big scaryfun rollercoaster! He may not be able to make his monster go away, but he can learn to tame him! In the back of this book
are some parent helps that can be great conversation starters for children that deal with anxiety.
The Monstrous Me series is a split perspective book looking at situations from another point of view to help children develop
a sense of balance, roundedness and wellbeing. Readers can literally and figuratively, turn the story on its head, and look at
the very same situations from different angles. In this first book, 'My Mummy's a Monster' an inquisitive little girl is
convinced her mum is a monster. But, is she really? When we look through her mummy's eyes, we see a very different
story.
15 superheroes are playing hide and seek. Where could they be, let's take a peek! In this fun, spot the superhero puzzle
game, you'll travel through parks, shops, carnivals, airports, playgrounds, a sunny beach and many more locations in the
search for some amazing and awesome superhumans. See if you can find Peter Power, Zoe Zoom and Zapper Zac - and
don't forget Barry Burp along the way! A great book for 2-4 year olds. For the kids who like Where's Wally/Waldo books but
find the puzzles a little tricky. This book is printed by Amazon using 60-pound smooth bright offset white paper. While many
children's books are printed this way, some may be expecting a satin-style finish. Please take this into consideration before
purchasing. Thank you.
A Where's Wally Style Book for 2-4 Year Olds
Help! My Monsters Are on the Loose!
A Book for Helping Children Accept Their Emotions
Mind Your Monsters
My Monster Friends and Me
I Need My Monster

One night, when Ethan reaches under his bed for a toy truck, he finds this note instead:
"Monsters! Meet here for final test." Ethan is sure his parents are trying to trick him into
staying under the covers, until he sees five colorful sets of eyes blinking at him from beneath
the bed. Soon, a colorful parade of quirky, squeaky little monsters compete to become Ethan's
monster. But only the little green monster, Gabe, has the perfect blend of stomach-rumbling
and snorting needed to get Ethan into bed and keep him there so he falls asleep—which as
everyone knows, is the real reason for monsters under beds. With its perfect balance of giggles
and shivers, this silly-spooky prequel to the award-winning I Need My Monster and Hey, That's
MY Monster! will keep young readers entertained.
27 dinosaurs are playing hide and seek ... Where could they be? Let's take a peek!
Meet Kinzie. She has a bunch of fun loving, slightly smelly, Monsters that live in her room.
They never let her sleep at night. But that's ok, her parents always help her out. Until one day
they decide it's time she learns to sleep on her own. What will Kinzie do about her
Monsters?What To Do About Your Monsters is a heartfelt story about a girl who has sleep
issues. At its core, however, the story is not just about having problems sleeping, but about
being afraid to try something new.
When Ethan can't sleep, he doesn't count sheep &– he says his ABCs. But in monster-loving
Ethan's alphabet, A is for Arms, B is for Belly, C is for Claws, and D is for Drool! Kids will love
pointing out the alphabetical attributes on the silly monsters that parade across Ethan's room
&– like earlobes, noses, spikes, and wings &– and discovering where all of those monsters are
headed. By the time Ethan gets to Y, he's Yawning. And by Z, kids will be ready to sleep as
Ethan does, surrounded by the tails, tentacles, and drool sticking out from under his bed.
ZZzzzzz. D is for Drool is a monstrously magnificent ABC book that offers a new way to fall
asleep. With the perfect balance of giggles and shivers, it is a captivating companion to the
award-winning I Need My Monster series.
A Big Kid's Guide to Things That Go Bump in the Night
Fighting Back Against Harmful Algal Blooms
D is for Drool
There's a Monster in Your Book
Hey, That's MY Monster!
Have You Seen My Dragon?
Written by a kid for kids, Monster in the Water teaches children about environmental pollutants, and how
to fight them, while they read an engaging and empowering story. The children of Seaville get a nasty
surprise when they go to the beach and find it closed. Is there a monster lurking in the water? The kids
enlist the help of environmental scientist Professor Bloomington to learn the causes of the harmful
algae growing in their beloved ocean and what they can do to defeat this destructive monster!
An engaging story that helps children work with difficult emotions by imagining them as playful monsters
in a parade (ages 3-7). Watch as the anger monster passes and the sadness monster disappears--it’s all
part of the parade of feelings we experience every day. Instead of holding on to their emotions, kids
can acknowledge them and let them go on their way. What’s happening in your parade today? Here’s the
angry monster Headed this way It growls so loud But you know it won't stay
This tale is often described as the love child produced by the classic picture books: Love You Forever
and Go the F**k to Sleep. But, unlike the book's Father, this story doesn't contain any curse words, so
it's a ton of fun to read to little ones. Love You to Pieces, Beautiful Monster is a 34-page picture
book that pulls the reader in to the emotional roller coaster ride that is lovingly referred to as: A
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Day in the Life of Parenting Young Children. "Every day you make me crazy, I love you to pieces,
Beautiful Monster." From the moment this beautiful monster wakes, the rollercoaster ride begins. From
the highest highs to the lowest lows - who is more emotional, the monster or the mother? This story
continues to get five-star reviews on Amazon. During a time when parents feel like they are in survival
mode, this story is a sweet and funny reminder that they are not alone. Little ones love the repetition
and relatable illustrations from their everyday life, while parents gravitate toward the emotional
truths of parenthood. Through the humor, this message of love shines through - our babies make us crazy,
yet we can't help but love them like crazy. This is a fun read for every parent of babies and toddlers.
It includes a touch of loving sarcasm and it's filled with illustrations that even the little monsters
will enjoy. It makes a perfect baby shower gift; or a welcomed surprise, mailed to your spouse or friend
that is navigating parenting and could use a laugh. But truthfully, the best way to gift it is to
yourself and your little monster! It is time to snuggle up and enjoy the perfect children's book
together. The book has been featured at Au Fudge (Celebrity Jessica Biel's) Children's Restaurant, and
at the Biggest Baby Shower Ever Event alongside Dr. Harvey Karp's The Happiest Baby on the Block. It has
been part of multiple guest interviews on L.A.'s The Dad Podcast! **The clever To/From page makes a
great space to personalize the book and include some parenting wisdom if giving as a gift.** What
parents are saying..."A Bedtime Favorite: This book is such a sweet read, my son loves it! It is an
honest look at parenthood done with kind humor and a sweet spirit!" - Ellen "Parents will love this
clever book: My whole family loves this book! My little guys asks for it my name! It makes me smile,
because it is sooooo true! I plan on gifting it to other new parents too! LOVE "Adorable, Relatable,
Funny, Heart Warming!!!: The creative title and adorable cover illustration will draw you in, but the
relatable/funny/heartwarming/tear jerking writing will make you want to read this incredible story over
and over again. Perfect for new and veteran parents; this is a must-have gift for every baby shower.
Thank you J. K. Coy for writing something honest and sweet- I will enjoy reading this to my daughter for
years to come!!" - Hayley If you like - If you Give a Mouse a Cookie, I Love You Stinky Face, Go the F
to Sleep, Love Monster, or Love You Forever, you will surely enjoy this book. Get one for you, and one
for someone you love, today. For a Limited Time: Purchase the paperback copy and get the Kindle ebook
FREE!
14 monsters are playing hide and seek. Where could they be, let's take a peek! In this fun, spot the
monster puzzle game, you'll travel through forests, shops, funfairs, London, a haunted house, a sunny
beach and many more locations in the search for the weird and lovable creatures who've gone walkabouts.
See if you can find Flonky, Eggles and Kadoodle - and don't forget Babblebog and Wompus along the way! A
great book for 2-4 year olds. For the kids who like Where's Wally/Waldo books but find the puzzles a
little tricky. This book is printed by Amazon using 60-pound smooth bright offset white paper. While
many children's books are printed this way, some may be expecting a satin-style finish. Please take this
into consideration before purchasing. Thank you.
There's a Monster Under My Bed
Monster in the Water
The Monster at the End of This Book
The Children's Self-esteem Book
I Love My Monster
Monsters

"Wherever this little boy goes, his worry monster follows. Can he learn how to leave his monster
behind?" -- Cover.
"Be Mindful of Monsters" is an early reader based on concepts commonly used while preparing
children to process trauma. It is a partnership between child therapist and author, Lauren
Stockly, and her childhood friend and professional illustrator, Ellen Surrey. The books aims to
help children work towards accepting uncomfortable emotions. The story of Ezzy, a highly
relatable gender-neutral ten-year-old confronting emotional monsters, is designed to facilitate
a range of approaches for therapists with the help of a workbook filled with unique
interventions and ideas. Ellen Surrey's whimsical character designs and vibrant colors help
bring Ezzy's story to life.
Can a depressed monster learn how to be a hero? Maybe with a little help. The hilarious and
heartwarming graphic novel that inspired the theatrical film RUMBLE! In a fantastical 1860s
England, every quiet little township is terrorized by a ferocious monster—much to the
townsfolk’s delight! Each town’s unique monster is a source of local pride, not to mention
tourism. Each town, that is... except for one. Unfortunately for the people of Stoker-on-Avon,
their monster isn’t quite as impressive. In fact, he’s a little down in the dumps. Can the
morose Rayburn get a monstrous makeover and become a proper horror? It’s up to the eccentric Dr.
Charles Wilkie and plucky street urchin Timothy to get him up to snuff, before a greater threat
turns the whole town to kindling. Monsters of all ages are sure to enjoy this tale about life’s
challenges, the power of friendship, and creative redemption, packed with epic battles and
plenty of wild beasts! Prepare for the release of the 2021 theatrical film RUMBLE with this
expanded edition of the beloved graphic novel, now featuring a new 10-page epilogue!
Help Kids Overcome their Fears **************************** When little Dan started to sleep on
his own His parents were proud of how much he'd grown They gave him a monster, a sweet little
doll To prove to the world - he was not scared at all!
My Monster Alphabet
The Monster Parade
Monster Math
My Mummy is a Monster: My Children are Monsters
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My Monster and Me
If Your Monster Won't Go To Bed
Way past the mountains and far across the sea, There is a small town where monsters run free. Families live there but some monsters
live alone, Some of them are funny; some have faces like stone. There are those who smile and some who scowl, Like people, some are
pleasant and some are foul.
For fans of How to Babysit a Grandpa comes a tongue-in-cheek story that is a step-by-step manual for putting your monster to bed. If you
have a monster that won’t go to bed, don’t bother asking your parents to help. They know a lot about putting kids to bed, but nothing
about putting monsters to bed. It’s not their fault; they’re just not good at it. Read this book instead. It will tell you what to feed your
monster before bed (it’s not warm milk), and what to sing to your monster (it’s not a soothing lullaby), and what to read to your monster
to send him off to dreamland in no time (the scarier, the better). Just make sure you don’t get too good at putting monsters to bed—or
you might have a BIG problem on your hands! Praise for Zachariah OHora: “The text is pitch-perfect, and the art is its match.” —Chicago
Tribune (Wolfie the Bunny) “Picture books with hip, quirky illustrations that are not just funny but also have plenty of heart are hard to
find. The stylish My Cousin Momo by Zachariah OHora has it all.” —The Boston Globe (My Cousin Momo) [set star] “OHora’s acrylic
paintings are the heart of this tale. They clearly show everyone’s feelings . . . and there are brilliant bits of humor and whimsy.” —School
Library Journal, starred review (Wolfie the Bunny) “OHora could paint stones in the street and make them funny.” —Publishers Weekly
(My Cousin Momo)
Adapted into a sturdy board book format, a best-selling Sesame Street Little Golden Book classic follows a frantic Grover's efforts to
prevent readers from turning the pages and finding the not-so-scary monster at the end of the book. TV tie-in.
Something is under Simon’s bed. He can hear it breathing. Is it a monster? Simon has to find out. He shines a flashlight under the bed, to
discover that something is hiding there—but what? This warm and humorous story will delight any child who has ever envisioned
monsters lurking in the bedtime darkness.
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